
Fostering skills, behaviors, and knowledge in children 36 to 48 Months 

Fun and Learning for Parents and Children 
Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework Focus 

●	Domain:	Social	and	Emotional	Development	 
SUB-DOMAIN:	RELATIONSHIPS	WITH	ADULTS	 
●	Goal	P-SE	1.	Child	engages	in	and	maintains	positive	relationships	and	interactions	
with	adults.	 

Developmental Progression 
 

36 to 48 Months 48 to 60 Months 
Engages in positive interactions with adults, 
such as by demonstrating affection or 
talking about ideas. Is able to separate from 
trusted adults when in familiar settings. 
Uses adults as a resource to solve problems.  
 

Clearly shows enjoyment in interactions 
with trusted adults while also 
demonstrating skill in separating from these 
adults with minimal distress when in a 
familiar setting. Initiates interactions with 
adults and participates in longer and more 
reciprocal interactions with both trusted 
and new adults.  
 

Fun and Learning for Parents and Children: An 
Activities Handbook 

https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/parenting/article/fun-learning-parents-children-activities-
handbook 

 
 



 
Children are learning all the time. Parents will find this booklet helpful with great activities to 
share with their children. The booklet contains fun activities for parents and children to do 
together at home, away from home, indoors, and outdoors. 

Introduction 
Welcome to Fun and Learning for Parents and Children! This booklet contains fun activities 
for you and your children. It is a collection of things to do that can be part of your family's 
everyday life in each room of your home, outdoors, and away from home. Just because an 
activity is described in one room of your home does not mean that it could not be done 
somewhere else. Many of the ideas in this booklet might be routines you are doing already. If 
there are some new ideas, we hope you will use them. The more you enjoy playing with your 
children, the more they may be able to learn. Your children's abilities to learn many skills in 
the early years will depend on their stages of development and their individual interests. In 
addition, their learning will depend on the opportunities and support that the family offers 
them at home and in their surroundings. Here are a few helpful hints to assist you in planning 
and doing the activities with your children. 

• Establish some rules with your children and be consistent about enforcing them. Set 
limits and be prepared to have them tested! 

• Use eye contact and reasoning to relate positively to your children. 
• Give detailed explanations to questions and explain the meanings of new words when 

you're playing with young children. 
• Assigning a few simple household chores helps your children learn to follow directions. 
• Outdoor activities will give your children a chance to use some energy and stay healthy! 
• It is also important to praise your children for their positive behaviors and let them know 

they are loved. 

Children are learning all the time, especially when they are playing. Learning for children is 
fun. Learning and playing with your children can also be fun for you. You will find that your 
child is curious and eager to talk and play with you. 
We hope you will find this booklet helpful and that you will share these activities often with 
your children. To help you think about the activities, we've included some questions at the end 
of this booklet. 

 
 



Why children need to play with their parents 
Research shows children gain important social skills from playing with a 

parent 
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/news/why-children-need-to-play-with-their-parents-

012716.html 

 

 

Playing specifically with a parent — as opposed to siblings or with friends on the 
playground — is crucial to helping build a child’s confidence. Parents can offer a child 
more mature, varied types of play, building competence that can then be carried over 
to other social situations. 

Parent-child pretend and physical play, according to Psychology Today, is linked with 
the child’s competence, gross motor skills, peer group leadership and cognitive 
development. But what do parents bring to play time that a sibling can't? 

Differs from sibling play 



You might think that just having siblings play together is enough, but research says 
it’s not. While sibling playtime has its benefits, there’s something truly unique about 
parent-child play. 

The different, more mature kind of play interaction offered by a parent has been 
shown to contribute more to a child’s ability to give structure to early social 
interactions than play with siblings. 

Another interesting difference between sibling and parent play is that infants and 
preschoolers tend to use behaviors that require a partner while playing parents, but 
aren’t as likely to do so when playing with siblings. This points to the fact that kids just 
plain want to interact with their parent more. 

“Playing with other children may be fun,” says Psychology Today, “But nothing beats 
the joy and satisfaction of getting one’s parent to play with you.” 

Mutual health benefits 

After a long day at the office, it can be hard to shift back into Mommy or Daddy mode 
— and even harder to get into the “play” mindset. But research shows that if you can 
carve out some special one-on-one time playtime with your child, you’ll be happy you 
did. 

Not only is parent-child play crucial to helping a child add to his or her social toolbox, 
it offers a pretty amazing health perk, too. 

Levels of the hormone oxytocin — the bonding chemical — are increased when 
mothers and fathers engage in affectionate play with their children. And it goes both 
ways. Children experience a boost in oxytocin levels as well, so playtime will be a 
happy, stress-free zone for everyone involved. 

How to play 

"We find that parents lose the ability to play," said Nancy O'Conner, director of the 
Kansas State University Family Center in a statement to Newswise. She suggests 
that parents relearn the ability to play. 



O’Conner offers these tips on how to play with your child: 

• Focus attention on the child. Turn off the electronics. Ignore the dirty dishes or 
briefcase full of work. "It doesn't matter how busy you are, don't sacrifice 
playtime with your child," she advised. "When a child gets full, undivided 
attention, he learns he is valued and he will grow up valuing others." 

• Enjoy each other. Create traditions for yourself and your child that are specially 
yours. "Playtime should be joyful," she said. "Play is a time when a child 
doesn't have to perform so use other time to learn colors." 

• Use the child's language. For example, a baby's language is sounds, gestures 
and expressions. "Pay attention to what the baby is telling you by crying, or 
smiling, or turning away," she said. Learn to understand that language and 
meet the baby's needs. When a parent reacts to a baby's language, the baby 
feels safe and loved. 

 
 


